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Baggage: size and weight restrictions - JetBlue Airways

JetBlue Airways

What are the acceptable dimensions of hand baggage at JetBlue Airways? What are the

acceptable dimensions of checked baggage at JetBlue? We have prepared a full set of

information for passengers travelling with Jet Blue lines. Hand baggage can always be the same,

regardless of the tari� or destination. However, the size and weight of checked baggage at

JetBlue is closely related to the tari� and �ight route.

Hand baggage at JetBlue Airways

At JetBlue Airways, hand baggage can always have maximum dimensions regardless of the

selected tari�. The size of Jet Blue hand baggage refers to the space in the cabinet above the

passenger's head or under the seats.

In addition, each JetBlue passenger can also have one personal item in addition to hand luggage

- handbags, laptop bags, etc.

Baggage included in the ticket price Maximum dimensions

YES - hand baggage 55,88 x 13,58 x 22,86 cm

YES - an additional item 43,2 x 33 x 20,32 cm

Attention! The dimensions of hand baggage also include protruding elements: handles, wheels,

etc.

Checked  baggage at JetBlue Airways

The JetBlue airline precisely determines the maximum size and weight of checked baggage. The

dimensions and weight of baggage at JetBlue apply to all tari�s. If the baggage exceeds the

permitted size or weight of the checked baggage at JetBlue, an additional fee is charged at the

airport for each piece of luggage that is too big or heavy.

maximum dimensions maximum weight

157,48 cm (the total of three sides) 22,68 kg

excess baggage fee: $ 100 for each piece
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Checked baggage at JetBlue is included in the ticket price for two tari�s - Blue Plus or Blue Flex.

In the case of the �rst of these tari�s - one piece, in the second case - two pieces. Each piece of

checked baggage at JetBlue for passengers travelling with the Blue tari� and additional items of

baggage of other travellers are extra paid.

tari� 1 piece 2 pieces 3 pieces and more

Blue 25 $

35 $

100 $ for each pieceBlue Plus Included in the price

Blue Flex Included in the price Included in the price

Checked baggage at JetBlue: Cuba, Dominican Republic, Haiti, Trinidad and Tobago, Peru

Special rules apply to people who travel to or from Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Haiti and to or

from Peru, and Trinidad and Tobago.

Maximum dimensions Maximum weight comments

Cuba

203,2 cm (the total of three sides) or 44,9 kg

up to 5 suitcases or boxes for 1

passenger *

boxes must be unopened

Dominican Republic, Haiti, Trinidad and Tobago

157,48 cm (the total of three

sides)
22,68 kg

maximum 2 suitcases per

passenger **

Peru

157,48 cm (the total of three

sides)
31,75 kg

maximum 2 suitcases per

passenger

* between November 16 and January 15, a maximum of 3 suitcases or boxes per person

** the limitation doesn't apply to �ights to La Romana in the Dominican Republic
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